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ReThink Documentary 

Stillmotion is being commissioned to produce a feature length documentary for an 
awareness initiative on the idea of home. Whether that is in a small two bedroom 
apartment, a beautiful house in the suburbs or on the streets of a metropolitan city 
‘home’ plays an integral part in everyone’s lives. And in looking into that we pose 
the question ‘What happens when one doesn’t have a home?’. 

We will explore homelessness as well as public housing, with the mission to 
challenge people’s misperceptions and explore our role as a society to provide 
homes for our respective communities. 

If this inspires you we invite you to join us in discovering what home means and 
how it shapes our lives and communities. We’re excited to collaborate together in 
building and sharing this story in 2015.
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Goals.

The goal of this guide is to provide consistent, story-relevant visuals for the 
ReThink documentary across the many different mini-stories, locations and 
shooters. This will ensure that we come away with a film that is as thoughtful as it 
is impactful.

Our approach is to learn, explore, dig deep, and become one with the story. From 
there, every technical decision moving forward, from determining shooting 
locations and lens choice, to which characters we feature and the pace of the film, 
will be based on relevance and emotional gravity. 

We use Muse - Stillmotion’s patent pending storytelling process. Based on that the 
story is based off a set of 5 keywords that will help shape how the documentary is 
filmed. Every decision will be filtered through these keywords, using them to inform 
how the visuals look and feel.

Process.

What’s In This Guide?

The production style guide will go over each of the five keywords for the film, what 
each of them means, as well as the applications to various technical decisions that 
need to be made while filming. 

There will be visual references for interviews and b-rolls and parameters to consider 
as it relates to:

 scene and shot selection
 camera picture profiles and general settings
 camera movement
 shot length
 lens choice
 frame rates
 lighting decisions
 audio notes

This is not meant to be an exhaustive list of technical details and settings but rather 
a guide to help cinematographers make decisions in the field during production.



Keywords.

Before we get into each keyword let’s explore the ways in which we would represent these 
ideas in the film. At its most basic level, we have both audio and video and we will need to 
consider both. For the visuals specifically we can break it down into 4 layers of place - 
environments, objects, situations, time - and what we can look for with each keyword.

Environment is the physical place or location in which the story happens, it’s what most 
people think of first. Objects are items that represent the specific keyword at hand. 
Situation is an instance where the keyword is demonstrated, in a scene or a conversation. 
Time references past, present, future as well as time of day or season in which the story 
takes place.

So with that, let’s explore the 5 keywords that define this documentary.

1. Home 
  
 They say there's no place like home. Home gives us a sense of belonging and 
stability. The film will explore what home means to people and why it has so much value 
and importance. We'll explore why a home is so much more than a physical structure and 
examine the dramatic impact a home can have on one's future.

 Visually we need to try and embrace each person’s home - large or small, clean or 
messy, warm or cold - it’s what it is for them, not what it means to us. We want the film to 
really have a theme of home throughout it, both in the positive warmth of home and in the 
desolation felt from a lack of home. 

4 Layers of Place

 Environments:
 - All interviews shot in an iconic room of their home (living room, kitchen etc)
 - Interviews need to have one wider angle to feel the space. (See examples below)

 Objects:
 - For someone in a home shoot details of framed photos, fireplace, child’s bedroom
 - For someone on the streets look for tents, cardboard boxes, make-shift furniture 

 Situations:
 - Family dinner around the table, relaxing at home, playing with kids
 - If homeless look for lack of food, lack of shelter, going to public restrooms

 Time:
 - Think about times where home is important (middle of the night, in bad weather)
 - Single porch light on, rain hitting a tent late at night, beautiful sunrise of exterior



Camera Settings and Other Considerations

 Camera movement:
 - More controlled movement (monopod, slider and MoVi) for those in a home
 - Raw and handheld look and feel for those without a home

 White balance, contrast, general settings:
 - Cooler with no home, and warmer with a home 
 - Lower contrast and sharpness without a home, higher with a home

 Light
 - Well lit (but feels natural) for those with a home, soft light, no harsh shadows
 - Dim, slightly darker and bleek for those without a home

 Audio:
 - Close your eyes and think about what sounds say home and try to capture
    that so we can build a soundscape from it.
 - This could be the sound of children playing outside, birds chirping in the yard,
    the roar of the warmth from the fireplace
 - For interviews please ensure we have clean audio and remember to capture 
   room tone at the end of each interview
 - Before you roll listen to the sounds of the room and remove any extraneous   
    sounds (i.e. unplug refrigerator, turn off the ceiling fan etc)

Home Visual References

Keywords.



2. Lost 
 
 Many of our interviewees spoke of the unexpected turn that left them with no home. 
That they had no where to go, and there was no end in sight. School, jobs, and even daily 
meals became very tough to come by. Though they may be in the middle of a busy 
downtown area, there was a consistent feeling of being totally lost and alone. We want the 
viewer to feel the idea of being lost and having nowhere to go. 

4 Layers of Place

 Environments:
 - A tent at an underpass, inside a homeless shelter, by a dumpster

 Objects:
 - A cart or backpack that holds the entirety of their belongs, meal tickets, tents

 Situations:
 - If homeless look for going to public restrooms or gym to bathe
 - Trying to apply or get a job, standing at the corner as a day laborer

 Time:
 - Hiding from the rain late at night, old photo of a home they once had

Camera Settings and Other Considerations

 Camera movement: 
 - This means embracing a more raw and handheld look while on the streets
 - Do not use MoVi or slider or any precise camera movements for this keyword 

 Shutter:
  - At night considering trying a slower shutter to have things blurry and have it   
    be harder to find focus, emphasizing the unknown. 

 White balance, Contrast & Sharpness:
 - Cooler, with a tint of blue in tone. Lower contrast and sharpness to represent a   
    muted life

 Light:
 - Not perfectly lit, slightly on the dimmer, darker side
 - Harsher light is acceptable and could be embraced here to reflect a lost feeling

Keywords.



Camera Settings and Other Considerations 

 Audio:
 - Close your eyes and think about what sounds represent Lost
 - This could be the sound of traffic zooming by an underpass of where a homeless
    person sleeps, it could be the rustling of paper and clinking of beer bottles and  
    cans as someone rumages through the trash for food, it can be the hollow voice  
    inside someone’s head as they question what to do next
 - Consider doing foley and recording each of these separately with a boom mic

Lost Visual References

Keywords.



3. Awareness 
 
 Reshaping misconceptions about public housing residents is core to our story. 
People believe that everyone deserves a safe and affordable home. But they also don't 
want public housing in their neighborhood. The ultimate goal of the film is to humanize 
public housing and illustrate the positive effects of public housing within communities.

There are tons of misconceptions in public housing, and our goal needs to be to weave 
them into the story as much as possible. 
  
4 Layers of Place

 Environments:
 - At the housing office signing up for the waitlist etc

 Objects:
 - Rejection letter saying they don’t qualify for public housing

 Situations:
 - Scene of someone not being able to go to school or get a job because they   
    don’t have a home, conversations between two people on the street

 Time:
 - Length of time spent waiting for public housing, closed waiting lists

Camera Settings and Other Considerations

 Camera movement: 
 - Embrace a very human feel to this, meaning a slight, monopod type hover so   
    it’s neither too perfect nor too raw

 White balance, Contrast & Sharpness:
 - A more neutral palette here where whites are white, with medium contrast and   
   sharpness. Awareness is about understanding the situation and not being   
   biased about public housing or homelessness.

 Shot length:
 - Longer, more static shots to emphasize the waitlist and time elements
 - Hold on things and let the scene move within the frame

Keywords.



Camera Settings and Other Considerations 

 Audio:
 - Think about what sounds represent Awareness
 - This could be a conversation between a family about their current housing 
    situation; ideally each person would be lav’d and we have clear audio of the 
    dialogue.
 - This could also be the awkward silence (except it wouldn’t be silent, you’d hear the
    hum of the refrigerator in the room or the crumpling of paper) when someone 
    finds out in a letter that they have been denied public housing. If you missed it  
    while it is happening, it’s can be recorded separately after the moment. 
 - Alternatively any audio notes can be shared with the producer and we can ensure
    to capture it separately 

Awareness Visual References

Keywords.



Keywords.

4. Bridge 
 
 Bridges connect things. They span gaps and make movement possible. We want 
to show how public housing provides a stepping stone to something bigger for people. 
Additionally, the film will work to building a bridge between misperceptions and the real 
stories of people in public housing.

 This is really about the cycle, and how helping somebody with a home leads to 
bigger things. Connecting the past to the present and future.

4 Layers of Place

 Environments:
 - Library as someone works towards degree, at work as someone is saving for   
   home 

 Objects:
 - Keys to a new home, letter of acceptance into public housing

 Situations:
 - Moving day into new public housing home, the day they graduate from college

 Time:
 - Photos that show history and the past, a new nursery in preparation for a baby

Camera Settings and Other Considerations

 Camera movement: 
 - Embrace a very human feel to this, meaning a slight, monopod type hover so it  
    feels real and authentic

 White balance, Contrast & Sharpness:
 - Set the WB so that whites are white, with medium contrast and sharpness

 Shot length:
 - Where appropriate try to hold on things and let the scene move within the frame
 
 Framing and Lens Selection:
 - Consider matching compositions and framing to show contrast between two   
   worlds. Tie in relationships between people and objects in medium shots to   
   literally bridge the two together.



Bridge Visual References

Keywords.

5. Empower 
 
 Housing provides people with stability and the opportunity to pursue their hopes and 
dreams. With the foundation of support from public housing, so much more is possible for 
people. The film will also give the viewer ways they can make a difference in providing safe 
and affordable housing for people in their community.

 This is about the viewer and giving us something to do. Realizing that a home has 
empowered us, and that there are things we can do to help create more homes for others. 

4 Layers of Place

 Environments:
 - At school as someone is purusing higher education, community center to give back

 Objects:
 - College diploma, boy scout badges

 Situations:
 - Access to summer internship opportunties, participation in charitable events

 Time:
 - Parent talking to child about the future etc



Camera Settings and Other Considerations

 Camera movement: 
 - Precise movements to show stability (monopod, slider) and grand movements with  
   MoVi to show epicness (like at a graduation)

 White balance, Contrast & Sharpness:
 - Warmer or neutral white balance, with medium contrast and sharpness

 Light:
 - Beautiful, softer lighting with shape to reflect uplifting nature of this keyword
 
 Framing and Lens Selection:
 - Consider incorporating wider lenses to show more context, making the subjects  
    smaller in the frame to show the large world and opportunity before them

Empower Visual References

Keywords.



Interview Visual Examples

Medium wide shot. Soft lighting across her face with roughly a 3:1 ratio, HMI splash 
through the window on the background to give it some life, all 5600k to match the 
outside light.  

Medium wide (can be tight when punched in, shot in 4K). Notice the colorful backdrop 
Soft lighting on his face with roughly a 3:1 ratio, and a very subtle hair light. Frame 
opposite his mom (above) as we anticipate cutting back and forth between the two 
related characters.



1. Wide shot

From corner of the 
room, showing 
context

Opening shot has 
characters enter 
frame 

Lit with one larger 
light through 
window

2. Medium shot

Shows relationship, 
between the two 
people working 
together

Movement 
between facial 
expression, 
moving focus from 
one to another

3. Tight shot

Shows the detail 
and emphasizes 
importance of the 
keys, learning

B-Roll Sequence Example



B-Roll Visual Examples

1. Exterior Wide Shot

From across the road 
to show context, 
neighborhood

Warm tones and WB

Ideally shot early 
morning or late 
afternoon for light

2. Library sequence 

Opening shot has 
him pulling books 
out of book bag

Stable movement 
with monopod

1 light to add shape 
to otherwise flat 
environment, block 
overhead pot lights

3. Library wide shot

Slider shot through 
books, stable study 
enivronment

Unfortunately slight 
mixed lighting 
(background rows) 
but clean light on the 
talent himself



We are primarily shooting in 24p (23.98 fps), with some 48fps and 
up to 60p - 96 fps when and if it fits.

24fps - Keywords: Home, Awareness, Bridge
 - In the now moments, live action
 - i.e. a scene of someone’s everyday life, moving into public housing

48fps - Keywords: Home, Lost
 - When depicting the past, or reference to a memory
 - i.e. a scene of someone reflecting on their childhood home

60fps / 96fps - Keywords: Lost, Empower 
 - When you want to emphasize something, suspend it in time
 - i.e. rain drops beating down hard on homeless man
 - i.e graduation caps flying in the air

1. Picture profile

  The goal here is two fold - give us the leeway to match cameras
  in post as well as depict each scene as it relates to the keywords

  - Canon C300/C100: Shoot on Wide DR profile
  - Red Epic: 4K for interviews, 5K for b-roll, 14:1 compression

2. White balance
  - Reset your white balance with each change in environment 
     depending on which keyword you’re depicting 

3. Exposure
  - We are looking for a balanced image to depict Home
  - Do not to blow out the sky or crush the blacks
  - Expose for your highlights 

4. Shutter
  - Maintain double the frame rate (ex. 1/48 for 23.98fps) 
  - Use high shutter to emphasize motion (Empower, Bridge)
  - Use lower shutter to make things blurry and unknown (Lost)

5. Aperture
  - Use ND filters to help you maintain the aperture you need
  - If possible try not to shoot any deeper than f/5.6 so we can 
     use focus to guide the viewers’ eyes

Overall 
Picture

Frame
Rates

Production.



Camera
Movement

The type of movement should be motivated by the scene. 

The movement in this film will likely run the gamut based on the keyword.

Keywords: Lost and Home (or rather lack of home) should feel more raw 
- A mix of handheld and/or shoulder rig. 
- The movement shouldn’t be erratic but far from stable.
- Example: Old Skool - 1:17-1:35, https://vimeo.com/42108559

Keywords: Home, Bridge, Awareness should have a subtle hover movement 
- Mimicking the imperfect movement of a person 
- The monopod will get you great balance in how real it should feel 
   while not making the viewer nauseous. 
- Example: #standwithme trailer, https://vimeo.com/95067097
 
Keywords: Empower and Home are fitting for precise movement where we 
want it to feel pristine and controlled. 
- A slider could be to showcase a gorgeous public housing building, 
  but should not be used if you are showing hopelessness and crime.
- MoVi or glidecam / Steadicam shots for epic scenes that show hope

Camera
Placement

Keywords: Home, Awareness, Bridge 
- In general the camera height should be at eyeline with the subject,
particularly during interviews. 

Keyword: Empower
- If we are making someone a hero and giving them power consider 
shooting up on them to make them big

Keyword: Lost 
- If we are trying to show that they are beaten down, lower class citizens, 
then place the camera high and look down to make them look small.

Scenics For scene setting scenics:
- Please hold the shot for a minimum of 6 seconds 
- If possible provide an option that has movement and one that is static
- When shooting exteriors try to avoid shooting in the middle of the day 

Production.



- Always try to find ways to bring us in and out of scenes. This is HUGE. 
- Look for natural beginnings and ends and incorporate in each scene

 ex. Coming in to a scene could be as simple as racking into focus 
    or a wide reveal slide or a hand entering frame. 
 ex. Similarly leaving a scene could be concealing behind something 
    and going to black or letting someone walk out of frame. 

- Your biggest challenge will be remembering to do this for each scene 
- The best way to get ahead of that is to find out what’s happening 
   beforehand so you can stay a step ahead.

Sequences

Lens choice is so much more than just field of view (or how much you 
see in your frame) - wider lenses exaggerate motion and features, while 
longer lenses compress and brings things closer together. 

We want to really FEEL what the characters feel
- Try to stay in the 24-50mm range of focal lengths 
- Minimize use of long lenses like 70-200mm, 135mm 

Home - consider using wider lenses to show space / growth and medium 
focal lengths to show relationships between the people and the home

Lost - consider using wider lenses to show context and how insignificant 
or small they are, and medium lenses up close to depict bleek details

Awareness - consider using medium lenses like the 50mm, roughly the 
human eye’s focal length, to bring a non-biased outlook on the issue

Bridge - consider using medium lenses to show the relationship between 
past and present, moving slightly towards tighter lenses where we could 
compress the frame and bring two things close together

Empower - consider using wide lenses from far away to create negative 
space to show opportunity and future 

Production.

Lens
Choice



More than anything, the lighting needs to reflect two things: motivation and
authenticity

1. Motiviation - Since this is a documentary we need to embrace the reality
of the scene; meaning it shouldn’t look perfect, but rather look real. 

- ex. Mixed lighting generally doesn’t look good on people but that might be 
appropriate on Skid Row for the homeless where we have orange street lights
and blue twilight from the sky and a mix of red/blue from police sirens. It’s not
pretty, but it’s motivated.

2. Authenticity - This means the lighting should feel natural, but this doesn’t 
mean that scenes are shot ‘natural’ and without lighting. It simply means it 
should FEEL appropriate.

- ex. Scenes should not look overly lit. This means people should not have 
perfect hairlights sitting in their living room, it’s not realistic, but a subtle 
hairlight from a window behind them in the frame makes sense. So in this 
case we’d ideally include the window in the frame.

Home, Bridge, Empower, Awareness:
 Direction - 2:1 to 4:1 ratio, has some shape but not too dramatic
 Intensity - properly exposed, no blown highlights or crushed blacks
 Softness - soft lighting to reflect comfort of stable home & bright future
 Color - either proper white balance and slightly warm

Lost:
 Direction - could be flatter than usual to expose subjects or really shape-y
 to emphasize the shadows and unknown
 Intensity - slightly dim to show dire situation
 Softness - harsher than normal to reflect the harsh conditions
 Color - cooler and bluer than ‘proper’ white balance

Please check out our Interview Lighting Tutorial and how to work with the 
four properties of light, or DISC, as we like to call it. Direction, Intensity, 
Softness and Color.

https://vimeo.com/117406354

 

Production.

Light



Audio is half of the experience so we’ll need to put considerable effort into
the production of this as well. 

Like with lighting we also need to look into motivation and layers for audio 
and how that relates to the keywords of this piece. 

1. Home: These are sounds that would communicate the emotions of home:
children laughing, sizzle of fried chicken on the stove, the sound of water
in the stream in the backyard.

2. Lost: Think about what it feels like to be without a home and what sounds 
could show that. Random people yelling in the middle of the night, empty
beer bottle clinking against the payment, traffic going by on a busy street.

3. Awareness: This is likely most prevalent in dialogue, conversations between 
people about their situation. This could also be in any environmental 
situations such as the sound of the chatter in a housing office waiting room. 

4. Bridge: This one isn’t as obvious as the others. Bridges connect things so 
in situations like studying in a library, get sounds of flipping pages, backpack 
zippers being opened etc.

5. Empower: This is about what Home provides for people so that they can do
more. It’s the applause of a crowd during graduation, a cheering parent at
a football game, the sounds of putting on a police uniform. Think about 
what sounds will help bring those scenes to life.

For environmental & nat sounds and/or non-critical dialogue: 
 Rode Video Mic on your camera is great. 
 Don’t forget to get close to your subject for better sound, particularly
  if unexpected dialogue comes up.
 
For scenes with critical, story-relevant dialogue: 
 Use boom directly into camera or in external recorder. 
 Lav if you must, but boom is preferred. 
 If you are using a lav, ensure its clean placement for sound as well
  as for visuals (we hide all lavs from sight)

Please review this tutorial on different audio setups along with what to 
consider when building a soundscape.
https://vimeo.com/80441201

Production.

Audio



Production.

Thanks

Thanks so much for making the time to come out and join us on this adventure. We are 
excited to have your help in bringing this story to life.

Should you have any questions please don’t hestiate to reach out to 
joyce@stillmotion.ca and we’ll get you sorted out as soon as possible.

We’re looking forward to telling this story with you and seeing how it all comes together!

When possible bring a boom setup and get sound separately after shooting the visuals. 
This will really allow to you to give it attention it needs. 

Simply speak into the mic at the beginning of each recording with what the sound 
relates to. For example: “playground children chatter” so that our editors know what the 
sounds correlate to. 

If that’s not possible, make note of any critical sounds from the shoot to the producer 
and that will help us pull those in post. Ideally this is done within 12-24 hours of the  
shoot so that the scene is still fresh in your head. 



Excited!

- Joyce and the Stillmotion team.


